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The leisure research – leisure practice relation remains uncertain. Assuming leisure provides a preexisting link is not supported by research. Leisure research and leisure practice
are independent professional paradigms between which a relation must be constructed.
Three perspectives on constructing the research – practice relation are examined in this
article: the traditional, the personal, and the critical. The bene ts approach to leisure is a
test case in each perspective. The traditional and personal perspectives subordinate one
professional paradigm to the other or intensify their separation. The bene ts approach
fails to resolve these dif culties. The critical perspective emphasizes developmental
activity and emancipation, facilitates research – practice interaction, and maintains the
professional paradigms’ integrity, and it reveals shortcomings in the bene ts approach.
The critical perspective enables the most dynamic research – practice relation.
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What is the relation between leisure research and leisure practice? Are there alternative
constructions of this relation? If so, what are the consequences of adopting one construction
rather than another?
These questions remain open, as indicated by recent discussion in the Journal of Leisure
Research (1999, vol. 32:2) and SPRENET exchanges, despite a number of thoughtful analyses
(e.g., Burdge, 1985; Goodale, 1991; Howe, 1996; Sapora, 1986; Sylvester, 1995). Answers
will be elusive, as long as what must be proved is assumed—namely, that research and
practice are parts of a whole, linked by leisure in a preexisting research – practice relation
simply awaiting proper articulation. The ongoing dif culties encountered in doing so raise
two troubling prospects, that a particular relation will instead be imposed or the possibility
of it will be denied. In both cases, personal or professional preferences and ideologies
prevail over analysis, leading to conceptualizations of the research – practice relation that
are reductionist (one term is subordinated to the other) or oppositional (the two terms are
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irreconcilable). The research – practice relation is suppressed or severed, not clari ed, by
these moves.
We adopt a different starting point. Leisure research and leisure practice are conceived
of here as independent professional paradigms, with no assumption of a preexisting link
between them. Any relation between leisure research and leisure practice must therefore be
constructed. There are three reasons to explore this approach. First, it is doubtful that the
leisure in leisure research and leisure practice has the same references (Parr, 1996); it thus
cannot form a common link between them. Second, there are several perspectives within
which the research – practice relation may be constructed, each with different conceptualizations of research and practice and each giving leisure itself a different aspect. Third,
perspectives vary in their sensitivity to contextual in uences on research and practice as
well as on leisure. The consequences of these differing sensitivities must be understood to
avoid unre ectively incorporating them into leisure research and leisure practice.
We analyze three alternative perspectives in this article: the traditional, the personal, and
the critical. After examining their characteristic conceptualizations of research and practice,
we explore their implications for leisure research and leisure practice by applying each
perspective to the bene ts approach to leisure, widely discussed among leisure researchers
and practitioners over the past decade. Schreyer and Driver (1989) and Driver and Bruns
(1999), whose arguments represent the bene ts approach here, advance it as a systematic
means to reduce the disjunction between leisure research and leisure practice. Three goals are
identi ed for the bene ts approach (Schreyer & Driver, p. 399; see Driver & Bruns, pp. 349 –
350): to develop and re ne an empirically supported professional body of knowledge about
leisure, to aid public policy makers in resource allocation decisions, and to enhance the
quality of leisure consumers’ choices. At least on the face of it, these stated goals suggest
the bene ts approach might avoid the reductionist and oppositional tendencies noted above.
It thus offers a meaningful test for the research – practice relations constructed in the three
perspectives and also provides an appraisal of how the bene ts approach links leisure
research and leisure practice.

Laying the Conceptual Groundwork
In this section, we discuss several concepts fundamental to our argument (including paradigm, perspective, practice, profession, and research). These concepts have dimensions
not often addressed with reference to the relation between leisure research and leisure
practice. Indeed, their very familiarity poses a problem in doing so. To avoid subsequent
misunderstandings, we therefore begin by de ning how we use these constructs in this
article.
Professional Paradigm and Perspective
Adapting Benhabib’s (1996, p. 27) nontechnical de nition of paradigm, a distinct professional paradigm is created by a “coherent set of assumptions” broadly recognized and
agreed on by those working within the paradigm thus de ned. These assumptions, not all
of which are explicit, are self-referential, based on self-understandings that need not have
external sources (though they are more powerful if more broadly accepted). A professional paradigm (e.g., leisure research, leisure practice) includes assumptions specifying at
least in broad terms the distinctive knowledge and activities its adherents agree characterize it. It is commonplace for a profession to be de ned by a distinctive body of knowledge
consistently deployed in distinguishing patterns of activity located in a speci able range
of settings. A professional paradigm does more, however: It establishes the location and
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stringency of gate-keeping functions for entry into the profession, legitimates professional
hierarchies, polices professional activity, enforces professional standards, sanctions formats and channels for distributing information, and standardizes career paths and reward
structures. Individuals working within a professional paradigm organize and make sense of
their professional activities according to the paradigm’s constitutive assumptions, which in
turn facilitate establishing individual and collective professional identities (e.g., leisure researcher, leisure practitioner). To the degree that they are coherent, broadly recognized, and
broadly agreed on, an extended set of such constitutive assumptions creates a professional
paradigm.
A perspective is a framework for constructing relations among professional paradigms.
Within a perspective, professional paradigms are conceived of in terms of their relations to
other professional paradigms. Picture the familiar Venn diagram, with its overlapping circles
representing professional paradigms (e.g., leisure research, leisure practice). A professional
paradigm provides rules for intraparadigm (the nonoverlapping areas) mediation of cooperation, con ict, or hierarchy; a perspective does so for interparadigm (the overlapping areas)
mediation. Thus, for example, each professional paradigm independently speci es different
locations and stringency of gate-keeping functions or patterns of career development; a perspective sorts out the consequences when the two paradigms overlap or intersect. Adopting
one perspective or another is therefore of considerable importance because they have (as
outlined below) very different implications for mediating between professional paradigms.
Perspectives and Keywords
The concept of perspective can be clari ed by considering the use of keywords (see Rodgers,
1987; Williams, 1976). In any professional paradigm, certain keywords play central roles in
organizing the core assumptions around which professional identities coalesce. Keywords
represent clusters of characteristic tasks or attributes that are anchor points for the boundaries drawn by professional paradigms. The force of keywords derives from their operation
on both connotative and denotative levels, from their capacity to re ect both the articulated
and the unarticulated assumptions that are the substance of professional paradigms. The
meanings of keywords are not con ned within any speci c professional paradigm, however.
There are two considerations here. First, keywords’ meanings are shaped by broader societal
and cultural in uences that do not disappear when these keywords are used within professional paradigms. Among the contextual in uences on the extended meanings of keywords
are values, belief structures, status hierarchies, and forms and distributions of power. The extended meanings of keywords may be at odds with favored keyword usages in a professional
paradigm (e.g., leisure/spare time, client/dependency) or favored usages may themselves
make subtle use of extended meanings (e.g., practitioner/skill, researcher/expertise). Second, the same word (understood linguistically) may serve as a keyword (understood symbolically) in more than one professional paradigm. Professional paradigms differ in their
sensitivity to contextual in uences on the meanings of keywords. The symbolic meanings
of keywords may also be incongruent across professional paradigms. Variable meanings of
keywords always contain the potential for con ict, hence keywords are often the sites at
which con ict appears when professional paradigms intersect. This, we suggest, may well
be the case with leisure when used in the two professional paradigms leisure research and
leisure practice.
Constructing a relation between intersecting professional paradigms requires mediating
con icts between them, including use of keywords. Con icts across professional paradigms
are not removed but are instead mediated by a perspective. A perspective draws from the
broader societal and cultural context for this mediation as well as from the professional
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paradigms’ self-referential constitutive assumptions. It is thus likely to be socially and
culturally, not just professionally, complex. As the boundaries of professional paradigms
establish professional identities as well as activities, a perspective must address identity
con icts. Where these identities are enduring and con ict among them persists, a perspective
must provide the means to mediate them on an ongoing basis. Each perspective discussed
below differs in the criteria it uses in doing so. Once again, which perspective is adopted has
considerable signi cance for the expression and preservation of individual and collective
professional identities.
Research and Practice as Keywords
Leisure, practice, and research are keywords in the construction of the relation between
leisure research and leisure practice. They include multilayered references to broad professional settings (e.g., academia, public or nonpro t agencies), to hierarchies within them
(e.g., basic research/applied research; central administration/activity leadership), and to distinctive career paths (involving such issues as gate keeping, professional advancement, and
others mentioned earlier). Along with their meanings in professional paradigms, leisure,
research, and practice also have societal and cultural extended meanings incorporating, for
example, valuations of leisure and work, conceptions of higher education’s purposes, and
beliefs about the role of public services in a market economy.
Leisure research designates a professional paradigm assembled around principles taken
to govern the pursuit of theory-based knowledge about leisure (conventionally but not always
accurately distingushed from applied research). The leisure research professional paradigm
centers on theory-based research, or systematic inquiry guided by theoretically informed
hypotheses using recognized research designs and methods while adhering to accepted
standards for evaluating research  ndings. Although a considerable portion of existing
leisure research can be rightly criticized as atheoretic (e.g., Ajzen, 1991; Stockdale, 1989),
theory-based research nonetheless serves as a professional ideal within this paradigm. It is
one constitutive assumption in constructing the individual and collective identity labeled
leisure researcher. It connects with other constitutive assumptions about, for example, the
educational curricula in which leisure researchers should be prepared, the appropriate structure and content of research programs, and the role of peer review in regulating scholarly
advancement and standing. Similarly, leisure practice designates a professional paradigm
incorporating assumptions about training leisure services professionals, effective and ef cient organization of service delivery, appropriate content of leisure services, and standards
applied in evaluating service quality. These are constitutive assumptions in constructing
leisure practitioner as an individual and collective professional identity. As keywords, then,
leisure research and leisure practice designate characteristic activity clusters associated
with speci c professional settings and orientations, including self-referential assumptions
about professional identities. They also re ect an extended range of social and cultural
in uences.
Leisure Research and Leisure Practice Reconsidered
The search for a preexisting relation between leisure research and leisure practice is misguided if they are in fact independent professional paradigms. The error lies in treating as a
single professional paradigm what are actually two paradigms. Paradoxically, emphasizing
their assumed common features either reduces one to the other (“has in common with”) or
sharpens their opposition (“in contrast to”). In neither case is the relation between them
clari ed. Given what is at stake in a professional paradigm, the complexity of its constitutive
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assumptions, and the dynamic environments in which leisure research and leisure practice
are situated, it is hardly surprising the issue remains contested.
There are two broad criteria we believe any satisfactory perspective on the research –
practice relation should meet. First, a perspective must open possibilities for sharing interactively the strengths of leisure research and leisure practice. Second, a perspective must
respect their independence as professional paradigms. A satisfactory perspective will facilitate the construction of an empowering interactive relation between leisure research and
leisure practice while enabling independent attention to their unique tasks. We acknowledge
at the outset our conviction that of the three perspectives examined below, only the critical
perspective satis es these two criteria. We do not reject claims or arguments simply because
they are made within either the traditional or the personal perspectives, but we do challenge
such claims or arguments insofar as they re ect weaknesses in these two perspectives. Of
course, we hope the following discussion makes clear the reasons for our endorsement of
the critical perspective and even persuades others to share it. Most of all, however, we hope
this essay stimulates further consideration of issues lying at the heart of leisure research
and leisure practice.

The Traditional Perspective on the Research – Practice Relation
The traditional perspective is a natural starting point. It is the most established and familiar of
the three perspectives, the personal and critical perspectives having originated in signi cant
part as responses to it. The development of formal academic disciplines, professions, and
professional education in the United States during the 19th and 20th centuries has strong
roots in the traditional perspective. Its in uence is also revealed in the dominance of the
research university in U.S. higher education. Although now more frequently challenged,
the traditional perspective nonetheless remains a powerful in uence in academia and the
human services, not least in leisure research and leisure practice.
Traditional Practice
Practice is de ned vocationally in the traditional perspective by what constitutes an identi able “job.” The need for a practice is determined by the existence of an identi able set
of conditions within an identi able, more or less accessible target population assumed to
require some form of service. The contents of a practice, however, are de ned in terms of the
craft as it is practiced by its practitioners themselves, including the services offered to target
populations and the knowledge, skills, and abilities necessary to do so. Leisure practice,
for example, has been examined on several occasions in order to identify the speci c and
unique tasks performed by practitioners as well as the characteristics of the practitioners
themselves, including attitudes toward their jobs. These surveys have been updated periodically to identify changes in perceptions of leisure practice’s contents (see Parr’s 1996
review of this literature from the 1980s and early 1990s).
The accepted knowledge base for leisure practice is de ned in general by (a) accreditation standards for service agencies and for academic units and (b) certi cation standards
for practitioners. These standards are largely based on identi cation of tasks performed by
practitioners as part of their work. Signi cantly, investigators have consistently reported
differences among practitioners in a variety of sub elds over the structures and contents
of leisure practice (e.g., differences over terms to be included in a thesaurus representing the  eld’s knowledge base [Blumenthal, 1991]; the conceptual structure of the leisure
services content domain for recreation management students in contrast with therapeutic recreation students [Parr, 1997 ]; and the relative importance of academic accreditation
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standards to the jobs of recreation practitioners [Zito, 1982 ]). These differences indicate uncertainty about leisure practice’s knowledge base, scope, and purposes, suggesting it is not
yet completely formed as a professional paradigm. Perhaps these differences re ect leisure
practice’s changing contexts, but they also create dif cult problems within the traditional
perspective on the research – practice relationship.
Traditional Research
Research as conceptualized in the traditional perspective derives from models of more or
less deductive theory. Amended to re ect the variable mathematical precision of the social
sciences, theory is the systematic articulation of relations among conceptual constructs,
operationalized in hypotheses using empirically measurable variables allowing replication
and generating further hypotheses for analysis (see, e.g., Babbie, 1998; Kerlinger, 1986).
Traditional theory is hierarchically structured, ranging from microtheory about particular
aspects of the behavior of particular populations in particular settings at particular times to
grand theory about universal features of human behavior (Goetz & LeCompte, 1984).
Traditional theory-based research aims at providing nomological (i.e., lawlike) statements about human behavior. Generalizable explanatory and predictive statements establish
deductive frameworks. Within these frameworks, empirically testable hypotheses are derived to con rm, revise, or refute the generalized statements from which they originated.
The foundation of traditional social research rests on three ontological and epistemological
principles: There is a given, irreducible social world existing independently of human volition but accessible to human inquiry; such inquiry is feasible provided it avoids valuational
or metaphysical assumptions; and the truth values of propositions about this irreducible
social world depend on the methods by which they are generated and tested. Irreducibility
in this context means that central features of the social world may be treated as given or
natural, that nonrandom variations in the social world may be systematically predicted and
explained. Parsimony and mathematical precision are valued in explanatory and predictive
statements to avoid problems like overdetermination and autocorrelation, most especially
in making causal claims. Traditional theory-based research therefore privileges powerful
statistical techniques like multiple regression over correlational, associational, and descriptive analysis. Although these criteria are relaxed to varying degrees in social research, they
remain central to the integrity of theory-based research (for these issues in leisure research,
see Hemingway, 1995, 1999; Samdahl, 1999).
Separation of Research and Practice
Were the social world irreducible, perhaps the leisure in leisure research and leisure practice would provide a common link between them. The logic of the traditional perspective
leads nonetheless to their separation. This separation has at least three aspects, which
may be loosely characterized as supply side (what traditional theory-based research about
leisure makes available to practice) and demand side (what practice wants from research).
First, the irreducibility assumed in traditional theory-based research is incongruent with
the social contexts in which practitioners de ne their craft (nor is there, as noted earlier,
common agreement among practitioners). Second, the principles of traditional theory-based
research require the individual researcher to maintain distance from the social settings in
which research is conducted. The task of deriving applications from traditional theorybased research is thus left to practitioners. Such research, however, aims at generalizable
statements, whereas practitioners seek solutions for speci c problems. Third, because traditional research posits an irreducible social world, applications deviating from theory-based
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knowledge are assumed to re ect either the intrusion of personal preferences or ignorance.
In the traditional perspective, applied research addressing speci c issues in practice is
generally considered ad hoc, atheoretical, and at most inductive, exposed to contaminating in uences. Descriptive analysis of leisure is useful, but the test of its value remains
deductive theory (see Weissinger, 1995). The practitioner is likely to prefer other standards.
The separation of research and practice within the traditional perspective can be illustrated on the supply side by the structure of early social psychological leisure research.
Its promise took several forms. First, it offered a more satisfactory explanatory framework
in traditional social scienti c terms than existing descriptive efforts. Second, it provided
arguments for leisure’s centrality to individual well-being. Third, it gave practitioners an
apparent means to validate program advocacy and design using research  ndings. The appeal of social psychological research was considerably enhanced by the legitimating force
of the traditional conception of social research, within which it was embedded.
The matter is not quite that simple, however. Leisure research continued to work
with unidimensional conceptualizations of leisure’s social psychological structure, even
as awareness grew that this obscures profound differences in the construction of individual
experience and identity (see, e.g., Gilligan’s 1983/1992 seminal account). Traditional social
science has tended to disembody the self by examining it presocially, that is, using individual characteristics devoid of social context. Yet these characteristics have social meanings
only in historically speci c contexts. Sex (i.e., being female or male), for example, is fundamentally different from the societal and cultural construction of gender or sexual identity
(i.e., being a woman or man or transgendered, homosexual or heterosexual, gay or lesbian
or bisexual or straight at a speci c moment in a speci c society). Similar observations apply
to race, age, physical or mental condition, class, and so on. Individual-level characteristics
cannot be used in research without attending to their societal and cultural construction. The
disembodied selves of traditional social inquiry are empty of the contents (e.g., the purposes, values, and forms of rationality) that  ll out what it means to be an actually existing
human being in a historically speci c context, that condition the psychological structures
explored by social psychological leisure research.
Leisure is multidimensional, with many different meanings expressed in many different
voices, whose multiplicity of meanings and voices are often opaque to traditional social
science research. Our point is not simply that traditional research has limitations, but that
its limitations lead to contradictions in constructing the research – practice relation. So long
as practitioners are attentive to leisure’s different meanings and voices, practitioners must
acknowledge highly nuanced identities among the people with whom they work in dynamic
contexts. This response violates the assumptions underlying traditional theory-based leisure
research emphasis on generalization. If, on the other hand, practitioners generalize about
the people with whom they work, ignoring their different identities, they are likely to
be guilty of applying stereotypes and replacing individual autonomy with professional
authority. The disjunction between theory-based leisure research and leisure practice cannot
be resolved within the traditional perspective. Deriving applications to practice from theorybased leisure research is a task assigned to practitioners, but the irreducible social world
assumed by the principles of traditional research is far removed from the richly textured
social worlds of practice. The contradictions created between the principles of traditional
theory-based research and the diverse social contexts of practice leaves practitioners with
little guidance for the application of research  ndings.
That is the supply side of the separation between leisure research and leisure practice in
the traditional perspective. There is also a demand side, re ected in the common complaint (it
recurs several times, for example, in the Journal of Leisure Research (—, 1999) discussions
mentioned earlier) that existing leisure research is uninteresting to practitioners. From the
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demand side, reducing the separation between research and practice is a matter of paying
attention to the information needs of practitioners. The issues for leisure research would
then be twofold: What knowledge do practitioners want in order to derive applications
from it? How might leisure research provide such knowledge? The dif culty is that, on
reviewing research that examines practitioners’ self-de ned information needs (Parr, 1996)
and explores perceptions of the core body of knowledge for leisure practice (Parr, 1997),
little actual demand appears to exist among practitioners for theory-based knowledge about
leisure. For practitioners, research turns out to mean (for those in agency administration)
management studies, economics, marketing, and organizational behavior or (for those in
therapeutic recreation) clinical psychology, counseling, kinesiology, and other allied health
professions. It does not mean theory-based research about leisure itself, about leisure’s
forms or contents.
There is a double bind here. Traditional theory-based research about leisure supplies
knowledge not in demand among practitioners, while practitioners demand what traditional
theory-based leisure research is not intended to supply. Poorly conceived and executed
research or uninformed practice are not at issue here. Leisure research and leisure practice
are independent professional paradigms, grounded in different constitutive assumptions.
No preexisting link is available in the traditional perspective to reduce their separation
without subordinating one to the other, thus producing fatal contradictions. The demands of
leisure practice challenge traditional theory-based leisure research’s underlying assumptions
(e.g., irreducibility, distance, value neutrality). Absent an alternative compatible with these
assumptions, the traditional perspective does not provide a framework for constructing the
research – practice relation.
Bene ts as a Bridge between Research and Practice?
In concluding this discussion of the traditional perspective, we explore whether the bene ts
approach solves the problems identi ed in the traditional perspective on the research –
practice relation. Does the bene ts approach enable an interactive sharing of strengths
between leisure research and leisure practice while respecting their independence as professional paradigms?
Proponents of the bene ts approach offer it as a means to reduce the separation between leisure research and leisure practice while improving both (Driver & Bruns, 1999,
pp. 349 – 350; Schreyer & Driver, 1989, p. 399). Current knowledge about leisure is “soft”
and “largely intuitive or inferential” (Schreyer & Driver, p. 387). Improved research is
needed to provide an empirical basis for statements about leisure’s bene ts, thus avoiding “na¨õ ve romanticism about the wonderful things leisure does for the folks” (Schreyer
& Driver, p. 413). The bene ts approach is characterized (Driver & Bruns, p. 349) as “a
system for directing leisure research, instruction, policy development, and management,”
a “paradigm shift” in the conceptualization and management of “recreation resources and
programs.” Note how the claim to provide superior knowledge is crucial to legitimating the
bene ts approach. Replacing existing inadequate knowledge through more systematic research will allow construction of a leisure research – leisure practice relation soundly based
on the principles of traditional social science. The bene ts approach reaf rms the traditional
perspective’s hierarchy of research and practice. Their relation is strengthened by rede ning
and improving traditional research, which then guides practice.
The bene ts approach reveals the in uence of traditional social science by emphasizing
increased explanatory and predictive power in leisure research as essential to establishing
a causal link between leisure activity and bene cial outcomes. Unfortunately, the arguments used in the bene ts approach do not satisfy basic traditional social science criteria
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for demonstrating causal relationships. The fact that leisure is associated with bene cial
outcomes does not mean that leisure causes them. Compilations of studies reporting associations between leisure and “bene cial outcomes,” no matter how otherwise attractive,
cannot be substituted for rigorous conceptual and empirical analysis. At least two basic
criteria must be addressed to sustain a claim of causality: (a) the temporal sequence of the
variables in question and (b) the isolation of the independent variable as cause of the dependent variable. Satisfying these criteria requires clear and precise articulation of relevant
concepts and their relations, precise operationalization of variables, and use of rigorous
research designs and methods to ensure valid and reliable measurement. The bene ts approach, however, dismisses the need to conceptualize leisure and gives only slight attention
to conceptualizing bene ts (see Schreyer & Driver, 1989, pp. 387, 388). Without adequate
conceptual foundations, any subsequent causal claims are fatally weakened.
Conceptual weakness is particularly evident in the systems model (Driver & Bruns,
1999, Fig. 21.2, p. 357) underlying the “bene t chain of causality” (Fig. 21.3, p. 359).
Explicitly omitted from this model are “factors that affect leisure choice and behavior”
(along with feedback loops [see p. 355 ]; neither reappear in the  nal model). These factors
may have profound consequences for “the desires, preferences, and values of the customers,”
the only input speci c to participants included in the model (p. 356). Among these excluded
factors are some of the most powerful explanatory variables in traditional social science
(e.g., age, education, income, race, and sex). Are they not likely to affect individual desires,
preferences, and values? It is essential in causal analysis that artifacts not be mistaken for
causes, that they not mask underlying causal forces. The omission of factors that affect
leisure choice and behavior from the bene ts systems model unjusti ably limits the causes
of leisure’s bene cial outcomes to proper leisure management. Actual causes may very
well lie elsewhere but are excluded in advance from analysis. Ironically, in their absence,
the causal role of leisure practice (i.e., the application of speci c and unique professional
knowledge to the management of recreation resources and programs in identi able settings)
cannot itself be established.
Whether the bene t chain of causality is meant seriously or not, it undermines the
claim that the bene ts approach provides more systematic and rigorous leisure research as
the basis of leisure practice. Among the most important components in a systems model
is the speci cation of system boundaries, which are dictated by the model’s purposes. Despite claims that it is intended to support systematic leisure research, the boundaries of
the bene ts systems model reveal an underlying management orientation. As Churchman
(1968, p. 71) pointed out, the basic criterion for establishing management system boundaries is the degree of control a system manager exercises over any speci c variable. A quick
examination of the bene ts systems model suggests how its boundaries illustrate this principle. Any model intended to construct a leisure research – leisure practice relation on the
basis of systematically acquired knowledge about leisure would necessarily require much
broader boundaries. Leisure participants are, for example, assumed in the bene ts systems
model to have leisure desires, preferences, expectations, and values formed independently
of contextual in uences other than managerial actions. Such disembodied participants do
not exist; hence, the boundaries of the bene ts systems model are drawn too narrowly to
support theory-based research about leisure.
In the end, arguments on behalf of the bene ts approach do not satisfy standards they
themselves establish within the traditional perspective on the research – practice relation.
Recall that the bene ts approach is intended to strengthen leisure research by enabling
causal claims about leisure’s bene cial outcomes. Unfortunately, conceptual weaknesses
prevent the bene ts approach from achieving this goal, insofar as causality is conceived
of in traditional theory-based social science. The bene ts systems model assumes what
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must be proved, that the bene cial outcomes of leisure (dependent variable) are caused by
proper management of recreation programs and resources (independent variable). Excluding
factors that affect leisure choice and behavior in advance truncates the model on the input
side, isolating the bene t chain of causality from the causes of individual leisure choices
in complex social environments. No demand for theory-based research about leisure is
created in the bene ts approach. By emphasizing proper management, the weak conceptual
foundations of the bene ts approach have instead three contrary effects: Leisure is restricted
to a narrow range of managed activities and resources, leisure practice is reduced to the
production of bene cial outcomes, and powerful antecedent in uences on leisure behavior
are obscured. To build either theory-based research about leisure or leisure practice on
such a foundation would be a perilous undertaking; as a bridge between them, it is simply
inadequate.

The Personal Perspective on the Research – Practice Relation
The personal perspective is derived from teacher education research on continuities and
discontinuities between the knowledge base for professional preparation and actual teaching practices. The education  eld includes a broad range of issues, from experimental
psychology to classroom management, similar to those in the leisure research – leisure practice relation. Perhaps, then, the personal perspective offers a possible framework for constructing this relation. The personal perspective is best understood as a reaction to, not a
rejection of, the traditional perspective. Both perspectives draw on traditional social science
research, but the practitioner’s role becomes central in the personal perspective, most evidently in the sources of knowledge.
Personal Knowledge
In both the traditional and the personal perspectives, research aims at systematic explanatory
and predictive statements. They differ, however, in the value assigned to various sources of
knowledge and the levels of generality at which it is stated. In the traditional perspective,
theory-based research is the source of legitimate knowledge claims. Its status is derived
from speci c epistemological and methodological principles and dissemination of research
 ndings through sanctioned channels (e.g., academic curricula, research journals, professional meetings). A second source of legitimate knowledge claims is recognized in the
personal perspective, namely, personal or practical knowledge (not to be confused with
M. Polanyi’s 1962 use of this term). Traditional theory-based knowledge, aptly referred to
by Grif ths and Tann (1992) as public knowledge, is blended with and modi ed by the
practitioner’s direct, personal experience in a particular environment, combining the impersonal generalities of traditional research with the speci cs of the practitioner’s everyday
personal experience. Personal knowledge is the practitioner’s own implicit yet systematic
explanation for the situations encountered in practice and a guide for responding to them.
Practitioners’ applications of traditional theory-based research in everyday practice are
given considerably greater weight in the personal perspective than allowed in the traditional
perspective. The value of public knowledge is not discounted as such. Instead, practitioners
re ne and modify it in response to the requirements of their daily practice. Usefulness is
thus a primary criterion for personal knowledge, along with explanation and prediction.
The practitioner develops useful personal knowledge by comparing and contrasting public
knowledge with the everyday demands of the job. Research and practice are related in
the personal perspective, but their priority is reversed from the traditional perspective. In
the personal perspective, theory-based research is mediated by the practitioner’s direct
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experience in practice; in the traditional perspective, theory-based research shapes practice.
The practice-based demand for useful knowledge is the dominant factor in the personal
perspective.
Personal Practice
A similar shift occurs in the conception of practice. Practice is conceived of in the personal
perspective as a complex set of interactions among service providers, service recipients,
governing institutions, and others. The individual practitioner has in effect two roles in
these interactions. Personal knowledge is constructed out of the everyday experience of
practice, but this everyday experience has two origins: professional activity and personal
activity. Their interaction in uences and shapes practice. Differences between the conceptions of practice in the traditional and the personal perspectives are illustrated by a task
Stof ett (1996) assigned her teacher education students. To uncover their personal theories
of teaching practice, she asked them to write about and re ect on their personal learning
and teaching histories, relating their experiences as both learners and teachers to their current teaching philosophy. Stof ett asked her students to address not only what they had
learned about teaching but also their experiences as learners, again not only as learners in a
professional preparation curriculum but as learners generally. This insertion of personal experience into the construction of practice is, of course, a sharp departure from the traditional
perspective.
Applying this example, personal conceptualizations of leisure practice draw on individual experiences as both leisure practitioners and leisure participants. Early personal
leisure experiences mold understandings of the meaning and value of leisure, in uencing
preferences for different patterns of personal leisure activity (see Iso-Ahola’s 1980 leisure
socialization model, p. 132). This ongoing socialization contributes to a practitioner’s personal conceptualization of leisure practice just as professional education and experience do.
A practitioner might, for example, understand the structure and content of participation in
adult softball based on personal participation as a team member, experience as a team coach,
employment in a recreation department as an administrator of adult athletic programs, professional preparation in leisure management, and traditional theory-based leisure behavior
research. The sources of personal practice are multiple; the personal perspective grants all
of them professional validity.
In the personal perspective, research and practice are connected by (a) practitioners who develop personal conceptualizations of practice by re ectively integrating public
and personal knowledge and (b) researchers who analyze practitioners’ implementation
of these personal conceptualizations. Research extends beyond creating and disseminating
traditional public knowledge to address the intersection of personal knowledge (with its
openness to personal experience) with traditional theory-based research in practitioners’
personal conceptualizations of practice. Practitioners are moved to the foreground in the
research – practice relation, creating the misleading impression that the separation between
research and practice is thereby reduced when contrasted to the traditional perspective.
Both the personal and the traditional perspectives have several problems in common (e.g.,
incongruent conceptions of leisure, lack of practitioner demand for theory-based leisure
research), and new ones emerge in the personal perspective.
The Personal Perspective in Leisure Research and Practice
Limitations on the research – practice relation constructed within the personal perspective
arise from the manner in which the practitioner’s role is expanded. Primary responsibility
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for applying theory-based research in practice lies with practitioners in both the traditional
and the personal perspectives. In the traditional perspective, the researcher has a de ned if
distant relation to the practitioner, re ecting the privileged status of theory-based research,
whereas the practitioner assumes a derivative role largely as a technician. The practitioner’s
role in the personal perspective is much more sharply de ned, however, and the researcher
and indeed the research process itself have only shadowy presences. Standards or frameworks for integrating public knowledge (i.e., traditional theory-based research  ndings) and
personal knowledge (i.e., direct personal experience with practice) are absent, exposing the
practitioner to the danger of becoming isolated within narrowly constructed, self-referential
conceptualizations of practice. The dependence of these conceptualizations on personal experience limits their extension across different contexts, let alone generalizing from them to
practice as a whole. Their lack of extension or generalizability weakens any claim that personal conceptualizations of practice can effectively reduce the separation between practice
and traditional theory-based research.
It is assumed in the traditional and personal perspectives that practitioners have both
prior exposure and ongoing access to theory-based leisure research. Practitioners’ more central role in the personal perspective entails a further assumption, that they do in fact actively
re ect on theory-based leisure research in light of their personal experiences, subsequently
discarding or integrating research into their personal conceptualizations of practice as appropriate. Without such re ection, the separation between research and practice cannot be
reduced. Assuming this re ective component in practice is perhaps justi able in a  eld like
teacher education, where speci c academic programs of study leading to a baccalaureate
degree are required for professional certi cation and practice except in very unusual circumstances. In leisure practice, however, this assumption is considerably more problematic.
Interestingly, although a minimum number of full-time faculty holding graduate degrees
in recreation or leisure studies is required for accreditation of academic curricula, there is
no general requirement that practitioners hold at least baccalaureate degrees in recreation
or leisure studies for employment in the  eld, even as a prerequisite for designation as a
Certi ed Leisure Professional (CLP).
This disparity raises questions about practitioner exposure to theory-based leisure research. Though of limited value, recent survey  ndings are mildly suggestive of practitioners’ disengagement from theory-based leisure research (Jordan & Roland, 1999, Table 1,
p. 167): Between 65% and 96% of the practitioners responding reported they never or
rarely read the  eld’s major research journals. That only 52% of academics read research
materials (Table 2, p. 186) indicates a more general disengagement from research (due
possibly to the vocational orientations of many recreation and leisure studies curriculums).
In any case, there is no convincing evidence that practitioner engagement with theory-based
research about leisure reaches levels adequate for the re ective creation of personal conceptualizations of practice assumed in the personal perspective. And yet this process is
fundamental to the research – practice relation constructed in the personal perspective. By
de nition it includes attention to theory-based research, evaluated in light of practitioners’ personal knowledge of practice with due consideration of individual preferences and
contextual in uences. Re ective personal conceptualizations of practice are (ideally) dialectical, yielding new understandings of leisure practice (and possibly leisure itself) rather
than simply  ltering one component (e.g., theory-based research  ndings) through another
(e.g., personal experience).
An example is available from teacher education research. Morrison (1996, citing Schön,
1983, 1987) described a model intended to link research and re ective practice through
two types of re ection in which practitioners might engage: re ection-in-action (RIA)
and re ection-on-action (ROA). RIA is “immediate, short term, concerned with technical
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ef ciency, restructuring a situation in terms of a new frame” and “draws upon tacit, spontaneous knowledge” (p. 318). ROA is used after an event has taken place and represents “an
ordered, systematically structured, deliberate and deliberative, logical analysis of events
and situations” (pp. 318 – 319). In principle, a practitioner engaging in ROA is “empowered,
through clari cation, understanding and articulation of principles and theory, to develop
greater professional autonomy through the conscious exercise of judgment” (p. 319). Earlier
work by Grif ths and Tann (1992) has, however, suggested that ROA is shaped more by RIA
than by integration of theory-based research. Asked to re ect on their teaching, Grif ths
and Tann’s teacher education students focused on the practical details of a smooth-running
classroom, on what worked or was useful rather than on research  ndings or personal in uences (e.g., preferences, assumptions, beliefs). Too little is known about the re ective
processes of leisure practitioners to permit extrapolation from this education research to
leisure practice. Given, however, the apparently low interest in theory-based research about
leisure among practitioners, the question of whether they are suf ciently engaged with it to
form re ective personal conceptualizations of practice must remain open.
Bene ts and Personal Conceptualizations of Practice?
The bene ts approach is advanced as an empirically sound foundation for practice as well as
research. In fairness, therefore, we must examine the bene ts approach within the personal
perspective, which shifts the emphasis from research to practice. To succeed in the personal
perspective, the bene ts approach should respond to practitioners’ demands for research that
can be integrated into practice while maintaining a supply of theory-based research about
leisure’s bene cial outcomes. Although this standard is established by the bene ts approach
itself, three problems arise in passing its self-imposed test: differences in orientations toward
systematic knowledge, the audience to which the bene ts approach is addressed, and the
uses of bene ts information.
Recall that the bene ts approach is legitimated by the claim to replace existing inferential and intuitive knowledge about leisure with a more systematic orientation (Driver &
Bruns, 1999, p. 349; Schreyer & Driver, 1989, p. 387). Here is an immediate dif culty.
The intuitive and inferential knowledge that the bene ts approach would replace in the
personal perspective is central to practitioners’ integration of public knowledge into their
own systematic accounts of practice. Practitioners’ privileged access to such knowledge is
fundamental in the personal perspective. The systematic orientation promised in the bene ts
approach is different in kind, not simply in degree, and thus challenges one of the personal
perspective’s constitutive assumptions.
The audience problem follows. Systematic knowledge about leisure does not address
practitioners’ interests because, to restate a point, this knowledge plays an apparently limited
role in their construction of practice (see Henry, 1993, chap. 5, for the United Kingdom; Parr,
1996, 1997, for the United States; Reid, 1995, for Canada). If leisure (de ned as self-selected
intrinsically rewarding activity) is being replaced by recreation (de ned as consumption of or
participation in services or activities), Reid (p. 48) also  nds this occurring in leisure practice.
The knowledge identi ed by leisure practitioners as most needed “indicates the professionals
in recreation and leisure management view themselves as administrators and bureaucrats
rather than involved with social and individual aspects of community development” (p. 50).
Clearly, then, any research – practice relation constructed within the personal perspective
must address not only different orientations to knowledge but also the differing information
needs of speci c audiences.
The audience targeted in the bene ts approach consists of those who manage or develop
policy for “recreation resources and programs” (Driver & Bruns, 1999, p. 349), particularly
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in the public sector. Management and policy development have several meanings that must
be carefully assessed, but they hardly exhaust the category of leisure practitioner. Targeting this speci c audience leads to emphasizing the strategic value of bene ts research for
managers and policy developers (see p. 360). For example, one result claimed for bene ts research is increased effectiveness in obtaining scarce resources and promoting leisure
services (pp. 350, 353). Strategic use directs bene ts research toward the knowledge that
managers and policy developers need to work with stakeholders, who turn out to be largely
other managers, agencies, or recreation providers. Interestingly, however, not only are managers and policy developers the only leisure practitioners discussed, but leisure participants
are included as stakeholders only insofar as they are customers (p. 355). Targeting this
speci c audience not only reduces the range of theory-based research about leisure but
also limits the bene cial outcomes addressed in leisure practice. Most disturbing is the
marginalization of participants. On whose bene cial outcomes does the bene ts approach
focus, those of participants or those of managers who make strategic use of participants’
experiences?
This discomforting question points to a disparity between current uses of the bene ts
approach and the centrality of re ective conceptualizations of practice in the personal perspective. Re ective conceptualizations re ne practice by integrating personal experience
in and public knowledge about practice. The strategic use of the bene ts approach to legitimate existing leisure services (see Driver & Bruns, 1999, p. 365), however, accelerates
the rede nition of practice described by Reid (1995) and others. Consider, for example,
recommendations on how to use bene ts research in marketing messages (e.g., Canadian
Parks/Recreation Association, 1997, p. ix). Rudick (1997) rightly cautioned that such messages must include supporting evidence, but this simply requires awareness of research
 ndings and not understanding of the theory-based research process itself. Emphasizing
strategic value in bene ts research shifts attention from the integrity of the research process
to the use value of  ndings, as revealed in the proliferating lists of leisure bene ts. Under
various topical headings, bene cial outcomes are summarily stated or described, accompanied by lists of references. No assessment of the research is provided, which reinforces the
bene ts approach’s oversimpli cation of leisure as participation (Schreyer & Driver, 1989,
p. 385). Experience with and knowledge of speci c target audiences allows good use to be
made of such material without any need to engage in leisure research itself.
Using the bene ts approach to construct the research – practice relation in the personal
perspective has three unfortunate effects. First, theory-based research about leisure is weakened by de ning its value in terms of its strategic uses by recreation managers and policy
developers. There is already suf cient ambiguity about the standards to which leisure research should adhere. Further muddying the water serves neither leisure research nor leisure
practice well. Second, unre ectively citing research  ndings as evidence of leisure participation’s bene cial outcomes trivializes the theory-based leisure research process. Research
 ndings are not a menu from which to select as the need of the moment dictates. Indeed,
doing so rapidly becomes self-defeating. Such marketing messages are easily dismissed as
simply one more self-interested pleading in the policymaking process. Third, the strategic orientation pervading the bene ts approach hampers new insights about links between
leisure research and leisure practice. Rather than reducing their separation, by emphasizing
management and policy development the bene ts approach threatens to open another separation, in this case between recreation managers and policy developers on the one hand
and front-line programmers and activity leaders on the other. If the leisure research – leisure
practice relation constructed within personal perspective in the end proves unsatisfactory,
applying the bene ts approach within it does no better.
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The Critical Perspective on the Research – Practice Relation
The critical perspective is open to several forms of knowledge (e.g., empirical, expressive,
interpretive, normative) in constructing the research – practice relation. Its “epistemological
openness” (Fraser, 1989, p. 113) is an immediate and fundamental difference from the other
perspectives. Epistemological openness enables researchers and practitioners to develop
“empirically rich” (Calhoun, 1995, pp. 89 – 90) understandings of leisure using a wide variety
of methods, including those of the traditional social sciences, without attempting to maintain
an arti cial separation between facts and values. All research and practice contain valuebased components. Rather than attempting to repress values, it is intellectually more honest
to acknowledge their unavoidable presence openly in research and practice and to confront
their implications.
The critical perspective, then, is oriented around two normatively grounded themes: a
developmental conception of human activity and the emancipation of human capacities for
developmental action (both are discussed below). Although open to many interpretations,
these themes direct the attention of critical researchers and practitioners toward evidence
that, for example, distributions of power or the resources (e.g., education, leisure) that embody power are being systematically reproduced in social roles, processes, and institutions.
In some cases, such reproduction is legitimate, but if it leads to ongoing developmental
and emancipatory disadvantages, critical research and practice challenge it. Signi cantly,
those working in the critical perspective are expected to engage in ongoing self-re ective
scrutiny of their own research and practice to avoid reproducing developmental or emancipatory barriers (on critical theory and leisure research, see Hemingway, 1999).

Critical Research
People act in ways that create meaningful identities for them, in ways that for the most part
make sense and are consistent with the identities they attempt to establish. In the critical
perspective, this activity is conceived of as at its best when it expands and enhances human
capacities for further developmental action in an iterative, ongoing, and open-ended process.
Expanding existing capacities allows new ones to emerge; emergence of new capacities
enhances existing ones. As a leisure ideal, the developmental conception of human activity
creates a normative standard against which leisure can be measured.
The critical perspective is not utopian, however. People act within historically speci c
societal, cultural, and material contexts that include patterns of social organization and interaction, value and power formations, distributions and valuations of resources, modes of
thought and rationality, and the physical environment. If the social world is not irreducible, it
is nonetheless circumscribed by what Bourdieu (1986, p. 241) termed accumulated history.
Possibilities for and limitations on human activity exist as parts of accumulated history.
Critical research and practice must therefore be open to historical content in factors shaping
people’s lives as actually lived (see Horkheimer, 1937/1972, pp. 210, 244). Empirical richness and epistemological openness merge because leisure (like all other social practices)
is embedded in contexts that require many different types of inquiry. Without this richness
and openness, research arbitrarily isolates leisure from its contexts, disembodying people
whose meaning-seeking activity is set within the social world formed by this accumulated
history.
If historically speci c contexts set the boundaries within which people act, their action
may also reshape these boundaries. Thus, just as the critical perspective is not utopian,
neither is it determinist. Here is a further difference between the critical perspective and
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the other two. Particularly in the traditional perspective, the social world is conceived of
as more or less given or even “natural,” so that the spaces open for human developmental
activity are also more or less given. In this sense, both the traditional and the personal
perspectives are basically conservative. In the critical perspective, however, these spaces
are conceived of as products of historical development, including human action, and thus
subject to historical change. As Bernstein (1978) phrased it, “historically conditioned social
and political patterns” should not be confused with “an unchangeable brute reality which
is simply ‘out there’ to be confronted” (p. 106). Excepting obvious limitations imposed
by  nitude and mortality, human possibilities are not given. They re ect instead what it
means to be a human being with particular characteristics assigned particular meanings
in particular historical contexts. These contexts can be changed through human activity,
and so too can the conceptualizations of human possibilities they contain. Neither past
nor present is privileged in the critical perspective; they are instead subject to challenge
in the name of future expansions of human possibilities. The status quo, in Horkheimer’s
(1937/1972, p. 248) formulation, does not exhaust the range of what it is to be a human
being.
Emancipation
Critical research and practice have an emancipatory intent. Building on the developmental
conception of human activity, emancipation is de ned conceptually as the transformation
of human capacities from possibility into actuality. Emancipatory activity opens spaces for
development, in which people are able to explore, test, expand, enhance, and re ect on their
capacities. It is, in short, activity that challenges the boundaries of the status quo. Drawing
on a long philosophical and political heritage (see Benhabib, 1986; Bernstein, 1971), both
research and practice are forms of emancipatory action in the critical perspective. Leisure
researchers and leisure practitioners are equally charged with facilitating emancipatory
action within their respective independent professional paradigms. Interaction between
these professional paradigms is grounded in enabling developmental and emancipatory
activity, not in their own self-referential constitutive principles. Theory-based research
without this transformative dimension is sterile, practice without it moribund. In the critical
perspective, research and practice must point beyond themselves.
Emancipatory action imposes unique demands on leisure research and leisure practice.
Researchers and practitioners alike must be alert to the presence of legitimation processes,
that is, ways in which historically speci c contextual in uences acquire the appearance
of irreducibility, of being given or natural. Legitimation processes take many forms, some
transparent and some opaque. In addition to speci c social roles and institutions, values,
power hierarchies, and distributions of resources, they also occur in ways of thinking, how
people conceive of themselves, their pasts, presents, and possible futures. By imparting
to existing human possibilities the appearance of irreducibility, legitimation processes are
subtle and powerful barriers to developmental activity. Despite a historical association with
freedom and assertions of its uniqueness, leisure is hardly empty of such legitimation processes (see, e.g., Hemingway, 1996; Rojek, 1995; Wearing, 1998). They exist, for example,
when speci c forms of leisure are privileged or suppressed, skewing leisure’s possibilities,
or when favored forms of leisure depend on speci c power or resource distributions, limiting
its inclusiveness. Consider the ways assumptions about “appropriate” leisure in fact reinforce constraining stereotypes (based, e.g., on age, gender, mental or physical condition,
race, and so on). Even people disadvantaged by dominant assumptions about appropriate leisure may incorporate them in their own leisure. Taking speci c forms of leisure or
their contexts as given limits the range of possible developmental activity. Unre ectively
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associating freedom with leisure contributes to legitimating such limits. Emancipation is
the process of overcoming them.
Research and practice are inescapably situated in historical contexts, nor are they
immune from contextually speci c assumptions about social givens or stereotypes. Research
and practice are not only professional paradigms but also social processes, and researcher
and practitioner are social roles situated in social institutions. Research questions, much
less management policies and programs, do not exist as neutral abstractions somehow
divorced from their “social genesis” (Horkheimer, 1972, p. 244) in historically speci c
contexts. However intentionally or unintentionally, to select a research question, a policy
to implement, or a program to promote is to intervene in the context within which this very
decision is made. The critical perspective entails self-re ective professional activity; that
is, critical researchers and critical practitioners have a fundamental obligation to assess the
consequences of their professional decisions. Are they developmental and emancipatory,
or do they reproduce and legitimate existing barriers and constraints?
We have pointed out the dif culty of constructing a leisure research – leisure practice
relation in the traditional and personal perspectives without subordinating one professional
paradigm to the other. This problem will persist as long as leisure research and leisure practice are conceived of solely in terms of self-referential constitutive assumptions. By instead
orienting leisure research and leisure practice toward external principles (i.e., a developmental conception of human activity and emancipation), the critical perspective opens the
way to recognizing that leisure researchers and leisure practitioners occupy different social
roles located in different social institutions and are engaged in different social processes. Researchers and practitioners are not thereby irrevocably separated, but any relation between
them must respect their unique contributions to developmental and emancipatory leisure.
There is no justi cation in either professional paradigm for arranging them hierarchically.
Doing so only re ects the in uence of personal or professional ideological preferences.
Bene ts and Emancipation?
The critical perspective presents the bene ts approach with a more complex test than do
the traditional and personal perspectives. At issue is not only whether the bene ts approach
contributes to the construction of a leisure research – leisure practice relation that respects
their independence as professional paradigms. The critical perspective adds the further
requirement that this relation facilitate developmental and emancipatory activity in research
and practice. Interestingly, this issue is raised by proponents of the bene ts approach, who
have pointed to a need to reconnect leisure research and leisure practice with their origins
in a tradition of social reform (Driver & Bruns, 1999, pp. 353 – 354). One advantage of the
bene ts approach, then, might be more effective articulation of leisure’s social merits. We
may therefore ask, Are leisure’s social merits as presented through the bene ts approach
compatible with the principles of developmental activity and emancipation?
Answering this question requires attending to the words used in and the structure of the
arguments advocating the bene ts approach. We must be particularly alert to assumptions
about the nature of human activity and how it is valued. The words used in an argument give it
meanings that cannot be brushed aside simply as matters of semantics (as if semantics don’t
matter). Much more is involved. Words have denotative and rich connotative meanings
that structure as well as express ideas. This is, after all, the importance of keywords in
constructing professional paradigms and professional identities. Words re ect the historical
contexts of their usages. Not to examine what and how words are used in research or
practice simply reproduces the contexts in which their meanings are grounded. Even if this
is intended, language must always be critically attended to as part of the messages one sends.
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Demonstrating leisure’s social merits requires challenging its devaluation (Driver &
Bruns, 1999, p. 350; see Schreyer & Driver, 1989, pp. 403 – 407). Any such move is welcome
to leisure researchers and leisure practitioners, but its language nonetheless requires critical
scrutiny. Bene ts approach proponents have argued a truer estimation of leisure’s value
would be possible were there an accurate system of industrial classi cation to assess the
contributions of a leisure industrial sector in terms of “numbers of employees, expenditures
by customers, personal disposable income, and tax revenue generated” (Driver & Bruns,
p. 351). Similarly, to persuade stakeholders (e.g., policymakers, business people, other
professionals, taxpayers) of leisure’s importance as a social service, the delivery of leisure
services must be structured with “its objective being to optimize net bene ts—or as much
value as possible” (emphasis added; Driver & Bruns, p. 350). The bene ts systems model
of the recreation production process is central to making this case (Driver & Bruns, p. 357).
Bene t itself, however, is not to be de ned as monetary price (Driver & Bruns, p. 355) or
“monetary worth of recreation goods and services” (Schreyer & Driver, p. 387). Instead,
the devaluation of leisure is to be countered by emphasizing the “actual bene ts (utility)
on which . . . economic ‘bene ts’ are based” (Schreyer & Driver, p. 387). The goal of
management is optimizing net bene ts for customers (Driver & Bruns, pp. 350, 355 – 356;
see the Oxford English Dictionary for standard usages of customer).
Note three features in this bene ts argument. First, the objective of leisure practice is
the optimization of net bene ts. Second, optimize is itself de ned as “maximize” (“as much
value as possible”; Driver & Bruns, p. 350). Third, the actual value of leisure bene ts is their
utility, which is also the basis of any monetary value bene ts have. Reformulating these
features, the objective of leisure practice is to optimize the utilities produced (to maximize
value) by leisure bene ts. Despite rejecting an economic de nition of bene t as a surplus of
value retained by the consumer (Schreyer & Driver, 1989, p. 403, challenging Vickerman,
1989, p. 349), the bene ts approach relies on similar economic logic. It is reminiscent of
neoclassical marginalism, a school of economic thought holding that utilities are antecedent
to price and re ect values attached to consumption of one speci c good or service rather
than another (paraphrasing Hunnicutt, 1985, p. 247; see pp. 247 – 251 generally). Utility is
the relative value of a good or service consumed; the logic of utility implies only that the
value realized in consumption should exceed the cost of consumption, with no reference
to what is consumed or by whom. This logic appears in leisure practice once the bene ts
approach de nes its objective as optimizing the net utility (maximizing net value) of leisure
bene ts. The implication for recreation management and policy development is that bene ts
must yield maximum possible returns for minimum feasible costs.
Bene ts, given this underlying economic logic, must be quanti able if their optimization (maximization) is to be assessed. Further, once the objective of leisure practice, optimize
net bene ts, is linked to as much value as possible (Driver & Bruns, 1999, p. 350), optimization becomes maximization. Optimum simply means the arithmetic sum of leisure’s
quanti able utilities and costs. This presents dif culties. The arithmetic conceptualization
of optimum (maximum) contains no reference to the content of the bene ts produced or
to their distribution among stakeholders. What type of bene ts are available to whom is
subordinated to maximizing the amount of bene ts. So long as leisure research or leisure
practice facilitates the optimization of net utility (maximization of net value), they satisfy
the criteria of the bene ts approach.
The consequences are worth emphasizing here. Scenarios are easily imagined in which a
management decision or policy optimizes net utility (maximizes net value) but concentrates
it within a single bene t type (e.g., economic; for bene t types, see Driver & Bruns, 1999,
pp. 352 – 353; Schreyer & Driver, 1989, p. 388). Using the arithmetic notion of optimum
(maximum), this decision or policy would be evaluated more favorably than alternatives
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that yield even marginally less net utility (marginally less than maximum value) but include
several bene t types (e.g., environmental, personal, social, and cultural). Lying at the center
of the bene ts approach is the question “How much?” (answer: “as much value as possible”),
while “Of what?” or “For whom?” receive considerably less attention. Surely these questions
are relevant to public sector management and policy development, yet nothing in the bene ts
approach requires production of speci c bene t types (see Driver & Bruns, p. 389) in certain
minimum amounts distributed among speci c stakeholders. What counts is the quantity of
bene ts produced.
The bene ts approach does not re ect the full diversity of leisure. Imposing an arithmetic notion of optimum (maximum) distorts leisure bene ts (e.g., aesthetic quality, cultural
and individual identity, inclusion, social justice) and excludes leisure purposes (e.g., expressive, solidary, communal) other than optimization (maximization ). How, without violating
either the experiences or the people who value them, do people quantify the peaceful contemplation of a sunset or the af rmation of identity through participation in a cultural
festival? What is their optimum (maximum)? If the bene ts produced are invaluable to
some people, can they be defended with a logic that would translate invaluable as “without value” because such bene ts cannot be summed? Consider how the word stakeholder
arranges leisure, as though all leisure can be reduced to equivalent quanti able units or
“stakes” that can then be measured and summed. Can people who value sunsets or af rmation of identity have effective voice in policy development networks (consisting of
such stakeholders as policymakers, business people, other professionals, and taxpayers) responding only to optimization (maximization)? What “stake” can one “hold” in peacefully
contemplating a sunset? Does it matter if people do so from their suburban backyards or
from the weeds alongside urban railroad tracks (see Kotlowitz, 1991, pp. 3 – 7, especially
p. 7)? If recreation participants are “customers,” then does greater ability to pay create a
larger entitlement to more developmental and emancipatory leisure activity? What bene ts
matter in the recreation policymaking process? Whose bene ts?
There is ironic truth in the assertion that the bene ts approach “is more than a management system” because it “in uences how we think about leisure” (Driver & Bruns,
1999, p. 349). Leisure is reduced in the bene ts approach to the common denominator of
optimized net utility (maximized net value), but the bene ts approach says little about the
effects of this reduction on the types of bene ts produced or their distribution in society.
Remarkably, nothing in the bene ts approach requires that leisure participants themselves
derive any net utility (value) at all. Even an “intrinsically rewarding psychological state”
(p. 357) momentarily experienced by participants may have considerable and varied costs,
short and long term. Yet such costs to participants would not delegitimize leisure management or policy development so long as they are outweighed by larger net gains for other
stakeholders, including those whose stakes may have little to do with leisure itself. This is
an awkward basis on which to demonstrate leisure’s social merits.

Reconstructing the Leisure Research – Leisure Practice Relation
We believe the critical perspective is best able to construct a research – practice relation that
satis es the criteria established earlier (p. 143): that possibilities be opened for interactive sharing of the strengths of research and practice while respecting their independence
as professional paradigms. The traditional and personal perspectives are unable to meet
these requirements because they construct the research – practice relation based on the selfreferential assumptions constituting leisure research and leisure practice as professional
paradigms. In contrast, the critical perspective constructs this relation with reference to two
principles independent of any speci c professional paradigm: a developmental conception
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of human activity and emancipation. Incorporating these principles into leisure research is
independent of incorporating them into leisure practice, providing a basis for interaction
without subordination.
Having been critical of the bene ts approach while using it as a test case for the three
perspectives, we emphasize that our purpose is not to deny the proposition that leisure
may be bene cial. It is rather to demonstrate the importance of the perspective within
which such propositions are advanced. Consider, for example, that optimization (maximization) as de ned in the bene ts approach lacks social context but has striking social
content. The absence of context disembodies people as stakeholders, whereas their behavior as stakeholders is given content by two unstated assumptions about human activity, that
(a) its many forms are reducible to a single instrumental dimension and (b) its purposes
are reducible to the optimization of net utility (maximization of net value). Both assumptions are historically grounded in conceptions of human beings as essentially producers
and consumers, with corresponding social roles, processes, and institutions (on the historical background, see, e.g., Macpherson, 1973; McKendrick, Brewer, & Plumb, 1982;
K. Polanyi, 1944). But, as Euben (1996) noted, “A theory that adopts the same notion of
rationality as the structure it studies helps that structure operate rather than effects a theoretical distance from it” (p. 73). Granted its intention to counter leisure’s devaluation,
uncritical adoption of these assumptions about human activity means the bene ts approach
reproduces the very principles on which the devaluation of leisure is based. As a result,
leisure is con ned within a narrow range of instrumental activity whose utility (value)
can be quanti ed, sharply reducing possibilities for development and emancipatory leisure
activity.
The critical perspective, alone among the three, requires that leisure research and
leisure practice be self-re ectively scrutinized to guard against assumptions that create
barriers to developmental and emancipatory leisure. SPRENET discussions (fall 1999)
regarding youth at risk illustrate this point. Although ideally leisure-based interventions are
supported by leisure research, claims of unique professional expertise also serve to legitimate
the considerable power held by researchers and practitioners (along with their agencies and
funding sources). Expertise is often misunderstood as professional entitlement to determine,
for example, if an individual or group is at risk, to design interventions or programs, and to
select program evaluation standards. From the critical perspective, it is most important to
note how legitimizing this entitling assumption reduces intervention itself to application of
professional techniques. Perhaps it would be better to surrender legitimation by expertise in
order to empower others through developmental and emancipatory activity. In a comment
applicable to both leisure practice and leisure research, Samdahl (1999) noted that
if we are unable to understand how values in uence our choice of research questions, our research may do little more than reinforce the status quo. The challenge
before us is to examine, as critically as we can, why we are interested in studying
those questions that we choose to pursue. (p. 122)
A professional paradigm constructed around self-referential claims (e.g., possession of
unique expertise) can be fairly challenged as more likely to lead to dependency than to
development and emancipation. This challenge is central in assessing the contributions of
professions to a developmentally and emancipatorily rich democratic society (see, e.g.,
Brint, 1994; Brint & Levy, 1999).
As a second illustration, important segments of leisure research and leisure practice
(in addition to the bene ts approach, consider tourism, aspects of natural resource management, and the in uence of private sector models in public recreation) unre ectively
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adopt conceptions of human beings as essentially consumers and producers. Intentionally
or not, these assumptions are thereby legitimated within leisure research and leisure practice, along with their social, political, and economic consequences. Little attention is given,
for example, to the fact that access to leisure is already part of the nonrandom distribution
of advantages and disadvantages in society. Simply put, there are no bene ts of leisure
without access to leisure bene ts. And expanding access is more a matter of equitably distributing resources in society than of enhancing consumer choice. Among the resources in
question are, of course, disposable income and disposable time, both inequitably distributed
in the United States (on income, see Shapiro & Greenstein, 1999; on time, see Clarkberg
& Moen, 1999). The further systematic effects of race, sex, ethnicity, education, and social class on individual and community resources, and thus on access to leisure, cannot
be ignored in leisure research and leisure practice without the unhappy consequence of
reproducing their effects. To conceive of leisure as consumption of bene ts and of leisure
practice as maximization of utilities (value) is only to tether leisure all the more closely to
existing constraints on leisure’s developmental content and emancipatory potential.
Research and practice are situated in speci c societal, cultural, and material contexts
that are in signi cant part the result of historical human activity. These contexts include,
along with skewed resource distributions, speci c conceptions of rights, entitlements, social
justice, and how public resources should be used to secure them. These are the boundaries
within which researchers must act but beyond which they must aim. Leisure is not  xed
or natural, independent of context. Developmental and emancipatory activity is possible in
leisure only to the extent that people are able to open spaces within which they may expand
their capacities, explore the lives they wish to lead, and build the communities in which
they wish to live. Here in these spaces is where leisure’s social merits will be created.
The truly radical potential of leisure lies not in nostalgia for an early reform movement
that largely reproduced ideologies of social control and labor discipline (see, e.g., Andrew,
1981; Gleason, 1999, esp. chap. 1; Rojek, 1995; Storrmann, 1991, 1993). It lies in providing
access to developmental and emancipatory leisure opportunities for people disadvantaged
by those and similar ideologies. As a social phenomenon, leisure is neither isomorphic to nor
coterminous with leisure practice, which includes only a small portion of the leisure actually
occurring in society (see Coalter, 1998). To explore leisure’s complexity, research must
necessarily look considerably beyond practice. Yet researchers may learn from practitioners.
Leisure in theory-based research is too often lifeless and disembodied. Whatever it is,
leisure occurs in people’s lives, which leisure research must engage as they are actually
lived in all their complexities. Leisure research must thus be sensitive to historical and
contextual in uences, epistemologically open, and profoundl y transdisciplinary. We return
to our starting point: Leisure does not provide a preexisting link between leisure research
and leisure practice. With both leisure research and leisure practice attuned to leisure’s
developmental and emancipatory content, however, the critical perspective respects their
independence as professional paradigms while enabling mutually supportive interaction,
interaction to make a difference in people’s lives.
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